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☐ 1 Evaluate a company’s internal operating factors to determine useful changes to the sustainability topics identified in the company’s industry standard (e.g., chemicals companies that produce genetically modified organisms vs. those that do not)

☐ 2 Evaluate a company’s external operating context to determine useful changes to the sustainability topics identified in the company’s industry standard (e.g., mining companies with mines in countries with weak rule of law vs. mining companies in countries with robust rule of law)

☐ 3 Differentiate general sustainability issues, their typical impacts on enterprise value, and how they can produce interrelated impacts alongside other sustainability issues

☐ 4 Evaluate how a sustainability issue can impact a company using the five factors

☐ 5 Differentiate options for normalizing sustainability information to improve insight into a company’s performance relative to that of its industry peers and over time

☐ 6 Assess whether information about the dispersion of an industry’s sustainability performance influences interpretations of a company’s performance

☐ 7 Compare industry peers’ sustainability performance in light of their external operating context (e.g., business climate, economic climate, regulatory climate, operating location[s]) and in the context of their management and governance decisions (e.g., strategic decisions and risk management)

☐ 8 Associate sustainability accounting metrics with the type of financial impact they are designed to illuminate (e.g., risks and opportunities; acute or progressive impacts with varying likelihood, timing, and magnitude)

☐ 9 Evaluate the connection between a company’s performance on a SASB metric and its associated channel(s) of financial impact (e.g., revenues/expenses, assets/liabilities, and/or cost of capital)

☐ 10 Translate a company’s performance on a SASB metric(s) to valuation model adjustments